
Speaker Introduction

Notes to Introducer 

I’m thrilled to introduce you to someone who has been inspiring leaders and teams to turn 
their dream of elite performance into day-to-day reality. He knows firsthand what it takes to 
live a life of purpose and strive for perfection in motion.

Taking the wisdom gained as the only three-time flight leader of the US Navy’s Blue Angels, 
Greg “Boss” Wooldridge knows what makes an elite performer strive for more, keeping his 
team focused and safe while “winning” the skies. Greg knows how teams can unlock an 
ability to perform at high levels and is here today to share his high-energy message as a 
world expert on team performance.

His message is simple enough that each of us can implement it personally and 
professionally, yet so profound it can change our lives and our company if we choose to 
embrace it. And it all starts with gratitude. Greg is here to share The Glad To Be Here® 
Mindset—the secret sauce to living a life of gratitude, purpose, passion, and presence. 

And yes, we’ll walk away from this meeting with some practical tools and action steps we 
can utilize right away. Without further ado, let’s join “Boss” in his Blue Angel jet!

1. The above introduction is meant as a general example only. We find it is more meaningful if, rather than reading the 
intro verbatim, you share from your heart how you see Greg’s message relating to your business and why you think it is 
important to your audience.

2. Whenever possible, it is helpful if Greg can spend 5-10 minutes beforehand with the person who will introduce him.

3. Please note that Greg does not walk on stage immediately after the introduction. As soon as the introduction is given, 
an introductory video begins to play. Greg will enter stage at the end of the video.
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